Global Trade and Customs Journal Publisher Kluwer Law International P.O. Box 316 2400 AH Alphen aan den Rijn The Netherlands General Editor Jeffrey L. Snyder, Crowell & Moring, Washington, DC Corporate Counsel and Book Review Editor Dr Michael Koebele, General Manager – Legal (Europe), Kia Motors Europe GmbH, Frankfurt am Main Interview Editor John B. Brew, Crowell & Moring, Washington, D.C. Distribution In North, Central and South America, sold and distributed by Aspen Publishers Inc. 7101 McKinney Circle Frederick MD 21704 United States of America In all other countries, sold and distributed by Turpin Distribution Stratton Business Park Pegasus Drive, Biggleswade Bedfordshire SG18 8TQ United Kingdom Subscriptions Global Trade and Customs Journal is published monthly. Subscription prices for 2015 [Volume 10, Numbers 1 through 12] including postage and handling: Print subscription prices: EUR 633/USD 844/GBP 465 Online subscription prices: EUR 587/USD 781/GBP 432 This journal is also available online at www.kluwerlawonline.com. Sample copies and other information are available at www.kluwerlaw.com. For further information please contact our sales department at +31 172 641562 or at sales@kluwerlaw.com. Advertisements For advertisement rates please contact Marketing Department Kluwer Law International PO box 16 2400 Alphen aan den Rijn The Netherlands Tel: (int.) + 31 172 641 548 Copyright © 2015 Kluwer Law International ISSN: 1569-755X All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior written permission of the publishers. Permission to use this content must be obtained from the copyright owner. Please apply to: Permissions Department, Wolters Kluwer Legal, 76 Ninth Avenue, 7th floor, New York, NY 10011, United States of America. E-mail: permissions@kluwerlaw.com. Visit our website at www.kluwerlaw.com Author Guide [A] Aim of the Journal Global Trade and Customs Journal provides readers with new ideas, fresh insights, and expert views on critical practical issues affecting international trade, including export controls, trade remedies, and customs compliance, with a growing focus on international investment regulation. Written for practitioners by practitioners, the journal offers practical analysis, reliable guidance, and experienced advice to support professionals in protecting their clients' or organization's compliance interests. [B] Contact Details Manuscripts should be submitted to the General Editor, Jeff Snyder. E-mail: jsnyder@crowell.com [C] Submission Guidelines [1] Manuscripts should be submitted electronically, in Word format, via e-mail. [2] Submitted manuscripts are understood to be final versions. They must not have been published or submitted for publication elsewhere. [3] Articles should not exceed 7,500 words. [4] Only articles in English will be considered for publication. Manuscripts should be written in standard English, while using 'ize' and 'ization' instead of 'ise' and 'isation'. Preferred reference source is the Oxford English Dictionary. However, in case of quotations the original spelling should be maintained. In case the complete article is written by an American author, US spelling may also be used. [5] The article should contain an abstract, a short summary of about 100 words. This abstract will also be added to the free search zone of the Kluwer Online database. [6] A brief biographical note, including both the current affiliation as well as the e-mail address of the author(s), should be provided in the first footnote of the manuscript. [7] An article title should be concise, preferably with a maximum of 70 characters. [8] Special attention should be paid to quotations, footnotes, and references. All citations and quotations must be verified before submission of the manuscript. The accuracy of the contribution is the responsibility of the author. The journal has adopted the Association of Legal Writing Directors (ALWD) legal citation style to ensure uniformity. Citations should not appear in the text but in the footnotes. Footnotes should be numbered consecutively, using the footnote function in Word so that if any footnotes are added or deleted the others are automatically renumbered. [9] Tables should be self-explanatory and their content should not be repeated in the text. Do not tabulate unnecessarily. Tables should be numbered and should include concise titles. [10] Heading levels should be clearly indicated. For further information on style, see the House Style Guide on the website: www.kluwerlaw.com/ContactUs/ [D] Review Process [1] Before submitting to the publisher, manuscripts will be reviewed by the General Editor and may be returned to author for revision. [2] The journal's policy is to provide an initial assessment of the submission within thirty days of receiving the posted submission. In cases where the article is externally referred for review, this period may be extended. [3] The editor reserves the right to make alterations as to style, punctuation, grammar etc. [4] The author will also receive PDF proofs of the article, and any corrections should be returned within the scheduled dates. [E] Copyright [1] Publication in the journal is subject to authors signing a 'Consent to Publish and Transfer of Copyright' form. [2] The following rights remain reserved to the author: the right to make copies and distribute copies (including via e-mail) of the contribution for own personal use, including for own classroom teaching use and to research colleagues, for personal use by such colleagues, and the right to present the contribution at meetings or conferences and to distribute copies of the contribution to the delegates attending the meeting; the right to post the contribution on the author's personal or institutional web site or server, provided acknowledgement is given to the original source of publication; for the author's employer, if the contribution is a 'work for hire', made within the scope of the author's employment, the right to use all or part of the contribution for other intra-company use (e.g. training), including by posting the contribution on secure, internal corporate intranets; and the right to use the contribution for his/her further career by including the contribution in other publications such as a dissertation and/or a collection of articles provided acknowledgement is given to the original source of publication. [3] The author shall receive for the rights granted a free copy of the issue of the journal in which the article is published, plus a PDF file of his/her article. Editorial Board Edwin Vermulst, VVGB Advocaten, Brussels, Immediate Past General Editor Patricio Diaz Gavier, Customs Lawyer, Brussels Laura Fraedrich, Jones Day, Washington, DC Maurizio Gambardella, Grayston & Co., Brussels Folkert Graafsma, Holman Fenwick, Brussels Gary Horlick, Law Offices of Gary N. Horlick, Washington, DC Arnaud Idiart, Corporate Export Control Advisor of EADSs HQ and affiliates in France Robert Ireland, Head of Research and Communications, World Customs Organization, Brussels Jesse G. Kreier, Counsellor and Chief Legal Officer, Rules Division, World Trade Organization Michael Lux, Customs Law Expert, Brussels Timothy Lyons QC, London Yves Melin, McGuire Woods, Brussels Jean-Michel Grave, Head of Unit 'Customs Legislation' European Commission, Brussels Kunio Mikuriya, Secretary General, World Customs Organization, Brussels James J. Nedumpara, Jindal Global Law School, India Fernando Piérola, ACWL, Geneva, Switzerland Davide Rovetta, Grayston & Company, Brussels Cliff Sosnow, Fasken Martineau, Ottawa, Canada Paolo R. Vergano, FratiniVergano, Brussels Dr Carsten Weerth, Lecturer of Law at the FOM University of Applied Sciences for Economics and Management, Bremen Notification of the GCC to the WTO as a Customs Union: The Whys and Hows Bashar H. Malkawi* 1 BACKGROUND The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) is generally regarded as a success story for economic integration in Arab countries. The idea of regional integration gained ground by signing the GCC Charter. It envisioned a closer economic relationship between Member States. Although economic integration among GCC Member States is an ambitious step in the right direction, there are challenges ahead. One of the GCC challenges has been in the context of 'dual notifications' leading to political and legal frictions among World Trade Organization (WTO) members. The issue of 'dual notification' is not only a transparency issue, but also substantive and legal in nature. 2 ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GCC The current era is characterized by the proliferation of regional trade agreements around the world.1 In light of the slow progress made to conclude the Doha Round of the WTO, an avalanche of bilateral and regional free trade agreements will fill in the vacuum. The legacy of the failure of multilateralism is a renewed global push toward bilateralism. Arab countries have embarked upon ambitious continental integration efforts designed to fulfil their developmental goals.2 The principles surrounding Arab economics, their economic integration focus, are the same as for any regional integration: combining the resources of constituent members in an effort to achieve economies of scale, comparative advantages and development.3 The GCC was established in May of 1981. The GCC consists of six Member States: (1) United Arab Emirates, (2) Bahrain, (3) Saudi Arabia, (4) Oman, (5) Kuwait and (6) Qatar.4 While there are many elements which led to the establishment of the GCC, chief among them was to foster economic integration between members, increase their bargaining power in international relations and, through collective security, to guard against any threat from neighbouring states. Structurally, the GCC is helped along by the fact that it has a manageable number of states and a high level of development. Thus, GCC members share an already existent common identity and cohesion. The idea of regional integration gained ground by signing the GCC Charter. It envisioned a closer economic relationship between Member States. The aim of the GCC was to promote cooperation in all fields of economic activity in order to increase and maintain economic stability, fostering closer relations among its members, and Notes * Acting Dean and Professor of Law, University of Sharjah, UAE. He holds SJD in Law from American University, Washington College of Law and LLM in International Trade Law from the University of Arizona. Special thanks to the reviewers for their insightful critique and helpful comments. 1 Looking at regional integration, one can immediately see the upward pattern of the trend. Between 1978 and 1991, the number of regional trade agreements (RTAs) remained nearly static. Since the beginning of the 1990s, the trend was reversed and one could observe a constant dramatic increase in the number of RTAs that are being formed. From forty-two RTAs notified to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) according to Art. XXIV:7(a) of the GATT in 1991, the number increased by 107% to eighty-seven Agreements in 1998. See Matthew W. Barrier, Regionalization: The Choice of a New Millennium, 9 Currents: Intl. Trade L. J. 25, 27 (2000). 2 Arab Countries are: Algeria, Bahrain, Comoros, Djibouti, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Palestinian Autonomous Territories, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates and Yemen. 3 See Raj Bhala, International Trade Law: Theory and Practice 635–650 (2d ed., 2001). 4 See the Cooperation Council Charter, List of Member States (1981), http://www.gccsg.org/eng/index.php?action=Sec-Show&ID=1 (accessed 3 Dec. 2015). ARTICLE 189 Global Trade and Customs Journal, Volume 10, Issue 5 © 2015 Kluwer Law International BV, The Netherlands contributing to the progress and development of the Gulf region.5 The other founding documents that established the GCC, its main organizations, and its executive procedures are the Supreme Council Rules of Procedure,6 the Ministerial Council Rules of Procedure,7 and the Commission for the Settlement of Disputes Rules of Procedure.8 The GCC led to the establishment of free trade area among its members in 1983 and customs union in 2003. The basis of customs law in the GCC is the Common Customs Code of the GCC.9 The Code provides a uniform set of general rules to be implemented by national customs authorities to harmonize the application of duties and procedures for processing imports into the GCC. The Code mandates the implementation of a common external tariff or common customs tariff (CCT) scheme applicable to all third-country imports by the Member States, as well as requires cooperation between national customs authorities in relation to customs matters.10 The common external tariff of the GCC Customs Union is 5%.11 The common external tariff is a flat-rate charge thus erecting a single tariff wall which no individual state is free to breach. Nevertheless, some GCC members have, individually, bilateral free-trade agreements, e.g., US–Bahrain and US–Oman.12 3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GCC AND THE WTO The GCC does not exist in legal vacuum. Rather, GCC is part of the wider corpus of WTO law.13 The GCC and the WTO are not independent of each other; they are highly interdependent. The GCC interacts with regional and international systems.14 The GCC integration agreements have paid little attention to its relationships with the WTO. There are references to regional blocks and international organizations and the need for the GCC Member States to coordinate with each other. However, these references are not enough. These references do not provide an ordered legal framework for the relations between the GCC and WTO. Issues such as the status of WTO law within the GCC, how the multiple commitments of GCC Member States under GCC law and WTO law can be reconciled, and the rules for resolving conflicts between WTO law and the GCC law have not been addressed by GCC legal documents. A large number of regional trade agreements are either customs unions or free trade agreements. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), in Article XXIV, provides for the possibility of creating customs unions and free trade agreements amongst a number of member countries and under which reciprocal preferences are accorded to the participating countries. In addition, developing countries can enter into trade agreements on the basis of the Enabling Clause. An explanation as to why developing countries choose enter into free trade agreements under the Enabling Clause is that the Enabling Clause, contrary to Article XXIV trade agreements, does not require that tariffs and other restrictive regulations of commerce be eliminated with respect to 'substantially all the trade'.15 This means that the Enabling Clause enables trade agreements providing for reduction, and not necessarily elimination, of some but not close to all. In other words, regional trade agreements Notes 5 The aim of the establishment of the GCC can be deduced from the Charter's preamble: 'to effect co-ordination, integration, and interconnections between them in all fields'. See the Cooperation Council Charter, Preamble (1981), http://www.gccsg.org/eng/index.php?action=Sec-Show&ID=1 (accessed 20 Jul. 2014). 6 The Supreme Council is the most powerful GCC institution and is the head of the GCC governance structure. The Supreme Council is composed of the head of each of the Member States. The Supreme Council is the principal legislative body of the GCC and authorizes the other GCC entities to implement its decisions in pursuit of its mandate to realize the objectives of the GCC. Ibid. at Art. 7. 7 The powers of the Ministerial Council are more detailed than the Supreme Council. These powers include proposing policies, prepare recommendations, studies and projects aimed at developing cooperation and coordination between Member States in various fields; endeavouring to encourage, develop and coordinate activities existing between Member States in all fields. Ibid. at Art. 12. 8 The GCC Charter establishes the Commission for Settlement of Disputes (Commission). The Commission is composed of at least three citizens of the Member States. The Commission has jurisdiction to consider matters referred to it by the Supreme Council regarding disputes between Member States as well as disputes over the interpretation and implementation of the Charter. Ibid. at Art. 10. 9 See the Common Customs Code of the GCC States (January 2003), http://library.gcc-sg.org/English/Books/customs2003.htm (accessed 19 Jun. 2014). 10 The Economic Agreement of the GCC countries state that member states shall establish uniform minimum Customs tariffs applicable to the products of countries other than GCC member states. See Economic Agreement, Art. 4.1 (31 Dec. 2001) (available at http://library.gcc-sg.org/English/econagreeeng2003.htm). The Economic Agreement amended and revised the Unified Economic Agreement, which was signed and approved on 11 Nov. 1981. See Unified Economic Agreement (11 Nov. 1981) (available at http:// www.gcc-sg.org/Economic.html). 11 See Implementation Procedures for the Customs Union of the GCC (2003), http://www.gccsg.org/eng/index.php?action=Sec-Show&ID=93 (accessed 19 Jun. 2014). 12 See United States-Bahrain Free Trade Agreement, (14 Sep. 2004) (available at http://www.ustr.gov/sites/default/files/uploads/agreements/fta/bahrain/ asset_upload_file418_6280.pdf); and United States-Oman FTA, (19 Jan. 2006) (available at http://www.ustr.gov/sites/default/files/uploads/agreements/fta/oman/ asset_upload_file987_8839.pdf). 13 The WTO Appellate Body in the United States-Reformulated Gasoline case stated regarding Art. 3.2 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding that 'direction reflects a measure of recognition that the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade is not to be read in "clinical isolation" from public international law'. See Appellate Body Report, United States-Standards for Reformulated and Conventional Gasoline, 29 Apr. 1996, WTO Doc. No. WT/DS2/AB/R, at 17. 14 See Joost Pauwelyn, Overlaps with the WTO and Other Jurisdictions, 13 Minn. J. Global Trade 231 (2004). 15 See GATT Art. XXIV:8. Global Trade and Customs Journal 190 under the Enabling Clause are not required to cover 'substantially all the trade'. A customs union is basically defined as the substitution of a single customs territory for two or more customs territories so that duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce are eliminated with respect to substantially all the trade between the members and that substantially the same duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce are applied by each member to the trade of territories not included in the union.16 The main difference between a customs union and a free trade agreement is that a customs union has a common external trade regime, including a common external tariff, while a free trade agreement has different external tariff among the members. 4 NOTIFICATION OF THE GCC: SINGLE OR DUAL NOTIFICATION Regional Trade agreements under GATT Article XXIV shall be notified in accordance with GATT Article XXIV 7(a) which states that any contracting party deciding to enter into a customs union or free-trade area shall promptly notify the agreement and shall make available such information regarding the proposed union or area. The Committee on Regional Trade Agreements (CRTA) ensures the transparency of customs union and free trade agreements and allows countries to evaluate an agreement's consistency with WTO rules.17 Interestingly, no examination report of an agreement in the CRTA has been finalized since 1995 because of lack of consensus. According to the Enabling Clause paragraph 4, free trade agreements among developing countries should be notified no later than its entry into force. The Enabling Clause does not however specify where the notification has to be made. A notification can be made either in the Committee on Trade and Development (CTD) or the CRTA.18 Both the CTD and the CRTA has rather similar powers to undertake examinations of such free trade agreements. Free trade agreements have to be notified under a transparency mechanism either pursuant to GATT Article XXIV or the Enabling Clause or both. This raises a number of questions. Can a customs union be notified under the Enabling Clause or must it be notified under Article XXIV? There is little guidance on where to notify different free trade agreements. It is important to address the issue of notification being possible under two different legal acts and what legal and practical effects that can have. The GCC's notification serves as an example of the controversies surrounding the issue of notification. The GCC was notified to the WTO as GATT Article XXIV customs union.19 Later, the GCC wanted to change its GATT Article XXIV notification and notified the CTD under the Enabling Clause since it is designed to facilitate trade among developing countries.20 WTO Members have not reached a consensus on where the GCC will be considered. After the change in notification made by the GCC, other WTO members seemed bewildered and wary. For example, the EC requested for further elaboration on the reasons for this change in notification. There is no obvious reason for change in notification but one can speculate that the GCC may have determined that its customs union qualifies under both GATT Article XXIV and the Enabling Clause but chose the Enabling Clause given the developing country status of GCC members. In the alternative, the GCC could have thought that its customs union would not pass under Article XXIV, but would under the Enabling Clause. Therefore, the GCC changed its notification. The EC also argued that any change cannot be based on the member's preference to do so but rather requires a sound legal justification.21 In addition, the EC contended that paragraph 2(c) of Enabling Clause does not cover customs unions.22 Paragraph 2(c) of the Enabling Clause allows 'MFN-inconsistency of regional or global arrangements entered into amongst less-developed contracting parties for the mutual reduction or elimination of tariffs and, in accordance with criteria or conditions which may be prescribed by the Contracting Parties, for the mutual reduction or elimination of nontariff measures'. According to the EC, this paragraph can only be invoked to justify preferential non-tariff measures in a regional arrangement among developing countries if Notes 16 See GATT Art. XXIV subparas 8(a)(i) and (ii) define a customs union. 17 On 6 Feb. 1996, the WTO General Council decided to establish the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements. Under its terms of reference, the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements is mandated to examine regional trade agreements referred to it by the Council for Trade in Goods. See Committee on Regional Trade Agreements – Decision of 6 Feb. 1996, WTO Document No. WT/L/127, para. 1.a (7 Feb. 1996). 18 See WTO, Committee on Trade and Development, Legal Note on Regional Trade Arrangements under the Enabling Clause, WT/COMTD/W/114, (13 May 2003), paras 19–20. 19 See WTO Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, Gulf Cooperation Council Customs Union – Notification from Saudi Arabia, 20 Nov. 2006, WTO Doc. No. WT/ REG222/N/1. 20 See WTO Committee on Trade and Development, Notification of Regional Trade Agreement, 31 Mar. 2008, WTO Doc. No. WT/COMTD/N/25. 21 See WTO Committee on Trade and Development, supra n. 18. 22 See Communication from the European Communities, Committee on Trade and Development, Gulf Cooperation Council Customs Union – Notification, WT/COMTD/66/ Add.2, (25 Nov. 2008). Notification of the GCC to the WTO as a Customs Union 191 criteria or conditions specified therein are established by WTO members.23 For this is not the case yet, EC argues, the GCC Customs Union – for its non-tariff provisions – is not justifiable under Enabling Clause. Furthermore, the US argued that the Enabling Clause is an exception to GATT Most-Favoured-Nation principle.24 According to US, GCC Customs Union has resulted in a common external tariff which is above the tariff bindings of some of its members.25 Whenever regional agreements result in inconsistencies with other GATT provisions, such as Article II on tariff bindings, these inconsistencies can only be justified under GATT Article XXIV. Therefore, the GCC Customs Union should be exclusively reviewed by CRTA rather than CTD. If the US and EC are right in their arguments, this would mean that Article XXIV prevails over Enabling Clause paragraph 2(c) for all regional arrangements. Thus, few if any Customs Unions with non-tariff measures can be covered by the Enabling Clause. By examining the words of paragraph 2(c) of Enabling Clause, it becomes clear that regional or global arrangements with non-tariff measures can benefit from the waiver under the Enabling Clause when there have been no criteria or conditions which may be prescribed by members. WTO members have not yet drafted such criteria or conditions thus allowing developing countries to actions as they see fit in their regional arrangements. A long discussion followed about whether the GCC notification issue was resolved.26 Because the GCC is notified under both GATT Article XXIV and the Enabling Clause and the latter notification has not been withdrawn yet, there are legal and procedural implications for this. It could lead to the possibility that the GCC customs union could be evaluated under Article XXIV and the Enabling Clause. No precedent exists regarding dual examination. The Transparency Mechanism for Regional Trade Agreements of 2006 did not envisage a situation where an agreement is notified twice under two distinct legal provisions.27 Thus, there should be a modification to the Transparency Mechanism to clarify this issue. In addition, dual examination could create the possibility of conflicting rulings.28 If, for example, the CTD and CRTA came to opposite debates or arguments, this could complicate the task of the multilateral system to check on regional trade agreements and customs unions. Irreconcilable differences between GCC and some WTO members can be susceptible to challenges under the WTO dispute settlement system.29 Internally, some GCC members such Saudi Arabia undertook in their WTO accession to notify trade agreements under GATT Article XXIV.30 This may lead to a situation where some GCC members would like to notify these trade agreements under the Enabling Clause. There is no obvious way to determine which position prevails. 5 CONCLUSIONS Customs union and free trade agreements can be notified under either GATT Article XXIV or the Enabling Clause. However, there is controversy about notifying customs unions under the Enabling Clause and GATT Article XXIV which is not prohibited legally. The purpose of the Enabling Clause is to facilitate and promote the trade of developing countries and to support their integration into world trade. The issue of 'dual notification' raises procedural and legal questions that require clarification or eventual resolution. Notes 23 Ibid. 24 See Communication from the United States, Committee on Trade and Development, Gulf Cooperation Council Customs Union – Notification, WT/COMTD/66/Add.1, (25 Nov. 2008). 25 GCC countries apply the GCC common external tariff. The rates of common external tariff for more than 85% of the tariff lines were 5% or 0%. 26 See WTO, Committee on Trade and Development, Gulf Cooperation Council Customs Union – Notification (WT/COMTD/N/25), WT/COMTD/66/Add.2, (25 Nov. 2008), WT/COMTD/M/79, (3 Sep. 2010), WT/COMTD/W/175, (30 Sep. 2010), WT/COMTD/M/80, (21 Dec. 2010), WT/COMTD/M/81, (16 Jun. 2011), WT/COMTD/M/82, (19 Oct. 2011). 27 See Jo-Ann Crawford, A New Transparency Mechanism for Regional Trade Agreements, 11 Sing. Y.B. Intl. L. 133 (2007). 28 There are different scenarios that would result if the GCC is notified under Art. XXIV of GATT or under the Enabling Clause because of the differences between these two systems. GATT Art. XXIV condoned the establishment of customs union subject to several stringent conditions. For example, any agreement must include a plan and schedule for the formation of a free trade area or customs union and the formation should be achieved within a 'reasonable length of time'. Because the GCC was notified under Art. XXIV, the WTO CRTA will examine and scrutinize this agreement more extensively to ensure that the GCC does not adversely affect the interests of nonmembers and to determine how much trade diversion it created, if any. A plan and schedule for implementation of the customs union is required under Art. XXIV:5(c), but not under the Enabling Clause. The Enabling Clause includes more lenient criteria compared with GATT Art. XXIV. For example, unlike Art. XXIV of GATT, the Enabling Clause drops the conditions on the substantial coverage of trade and allows developing countries to reduce tariffs on mutual trade in any way they wish. See Different and More Favourable Treatment Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of Developing Countries, L/4903, Art. 4.a (28 Nov. 1979). 29 There are several instances in which regional blocks have been dragged before the WTO Dispute Settlement Body for violating WTO law. See for example Turkey-Restriction on Imports of Textiles and Clothing Products, WTO Doc. No. WT/BS34/AB/R (1999). See also Brazil-Measures Affecting the Imports of Retreaded Tyres, WTO Doc. No. WT/DS332/AB/R (2007). 30 See Report of the Working Party on the Accession of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the World Trade Organization, WT/ACC/SAU/61, para. 314 (1 Nov. 2005). Global Trade and Customs Journal 192 Publisher Kluwer Law International P.O. Box 316 2400 AH Alphen aan den Rijn The Netherlands General Editor Jeffrey L. Snyder, Crowell & Moring, Washington, DC Corporate Counsel and Book Review Editor Dr Michael Koebele, General Manager – Legal (Europe), Kia Motors Europe GmbH, Frankfurt am Main Interview Editor John B. Brew, Crowell & Moring, Washington, D.C. Distribution In North, Central and South America, sold and distributed by Aspen Publishers Inc. 7101 McKinney Circle Frederick MD 21704 United States of America In all other countries, sold and distributed by Turpin Distribution Stratton Business Park Pegasus Drive, Biggleswade Bedfordshire SG18 8TQ United Kingdom Subscriptions Global Trade and Customs Journal is published monthly. Subscription prices for 2015 [Volume 10, Numbers 1 through 12] including postage and handling: Print subscription prices: EUR 633/USD 844/GBP 465 Online subscription prices: EUR 587/USD 781/GBP 432 This journal is also available online at www.kluwerlawonline.com. Sample copies and other information are available at www.kluwerlaw.com. For further information please contact our sales department at +31 172 641562 or at sales@kluwerlaw.com. Advertisements For advertisement rates please contact Marketing Department Kluwer Law International PO box 16 2400 Alphen aan den Rijn The Netherlands Tel: (int.) + 31 172 641 548 Copyright © 2015 Kluwer Law International ISSN: 1569-755X All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior written permission of the publishers. Permission to use this content must be obtained from the copyright owner. Please apply to: Permissions Department, Wolters Kluwer Legal, 76 Ninth Avenue, 7th floor, New York, NY 10011, United States of America. E-mail: permissions@kluwerlaw.com. Visit our website at www.kluwerlaw.com Author Guide [A] Aim of the Journal Global Trade and Customs Journal provides readers with new ideas, fresh insights, and expert views on critical practical issues affecting international trade, including export controls, trade remedies, and customs compliance, with a growing focus on international investment regulation. Written for practitioners by practitioners, the journal offers practical analysis, reliable guidance, and experienced advice to support professionals in protecting their clients' or organization's compliance interests. [B] Contact Details Manuscripts should be submitted to the General Editor, Jeff Snyder. E-mail: jsnyder@crowell.com [C] Submission Guidelines [1] Manuscripts should be submitted electronically, in Word format, via e-mail. [2] Submitted manuscripts are understood to be final versions. They must not have been published or submitted for publication elsewhere. [3] Articles should not exceed 7,500 words. [4] Only articles in English will be considered for publication. Manuscripts should be written in standard English, while using 'ize' and 'ization' instead of 'ise' and 'isation'. Preferred reference source is the Oxford English Dictionary. However, in case of quotations the original spelling should be maintained. In case the complete article is written by an American author, US spelling may also be used. [5] The article should contain an abstract, a short summary of about 100 words. This abstract will also be added to the free search zone of the Kluwer Online database. [6] A brief biographical note, including both the current affiliation as well as the e-mail address of the author(s), should be provided in the first footnote of the manuscript. [7] An article title should be concise, preferably with a maximum of 70 characters. [8] Special attention should be paid to quotations, footnotes, and references. All citations and quotations must be verified before submission of the manuscript. The accuracy of the contribution is the responsibility of the author. The journal has adopted the Association of Legal Writing Directors (ALWD) legal citation style to ensure uniformity. Citations should not appear in the text but in the footnotes. Footnotes should be numbered consecutively, using the footnote function in Word so that if any footnotes are added or deleted the others are automatically renumbered. [9] Tables should be self-explanatory and their content should not be repeated in the text. Do not tabulate unnecessarily. Tables should be numbered and should include concise titles. [10] Heading levels should be clearly indicated. For further information on style, see the House Style Guide on the website: www.kluwerlaw.com/ContactUs/ [D] Review Process [1] Before submitting to the publisher, manuscripts will be reviewed by the General Editor and may be returned to author for revision. [2] The journal's policy is to provide an initial assessment of the submission within thirty days of receiving the posted submission. In cases where the article is externally referred for review, this period may be extended. [3] The editor reserves the right to make alterations as to style, punctuation, grammar etc. [4] The author will also receive PDF proofs of the article, and any corrections should be returned within the scheduled dates. [E] Copyright [1] Publication in the journal is subject to authors signing a 'Consent to Publish and Transfer of Copyright' form. [2] The following rights remain reserved to the author: the right to make copies and distribute copies (including via e-mail) of the contribution for own personal use, including for own classroom teaching use and to research colleagues, for personal use by such colleagues, and the right to present the contribution at meetings or conferences and to distribute copies of the contribution to the delegates attending the meeting; the right to post the contribution on the author's personal or institutional web site or server, provided acknowledgement is given to the original source of publication; for the author's employer, if the contribution is a 'work for hire', made within the scope of the author's employment, the right to use all or part of the contribution for other intra-company use (e.g. training), including by posting the contribution on secure, internal corporate intranets; and the right to use the contribution for his/her further career by including the contribution in other publications such as a dissertation and/or a collection of articles provided acknowledgement is given to the original source of publication. [3] The author shall receive for the rights granted a free copy of the issue of the journal in which the article is published, plus a PDF file of his/her article. Editorial Board Edwin Vermulst, VVGB Advocaten, Brussels, Immediate Past General Editor Patricio Diaz Gavier, Customs Lawyer, Brussels Laura Fraedrich, Jones Day, Washington, DC Maurizio Gambardella, Grayston & Co., Brussels Folkert Graafsma, Holman Fenwick, Brussels Gary Horlick, Law Offices of Gary N. Horlick, Washington, DC Arnaud Idiart, Corporate Export Control Advisor of EADSs HQ and affiliates in France Robert Ireland, Head of Research and Communications, World Customs Organization, Brussels Jesse G. Kreier, Counsellor and Chief Legal Officer, Rules Division, World Trade Organization Michael Lux, Customs Law Expert, Brussels Timothy Lyons QC, London Yves Melin, McGuire Woods, Brussels Jean-Michel Grave, Head of Unit 'Customs Legislation' European Commission, Brussels Kunio Mikuriya, Secretary General, World Customs Organization, Brussels James J. Nedumpara, Jindal Global Law School, India Fernando Piérola, ACWL, Geneva, Switzerland Davide Rovetta, Grayston & Company, Brussels Cliff Sosnow, Fasken Martineau, Ottawa, Canada Paolo R. Vergano, FratiniVergano, Brussels Dr Carsten Weerth, Lecturer of Law at the FOM University of Applied Sciences for Economics and Management, Bremen